MONTHLY REPORT — September 2020

Pursuant to Rule 45 of the City Council Rules of Order, the Committee on Economic, Capital, and
Technology Development submits the following Monthly Report for September 2020:

COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON SEPTEMBER 1, 2020
In compliance with Governor Pritzker’s Executive Orders 2020-7, 2020-10, and 2020-18, attendance
at this meeting was held by remote means only.
Chairman Villegas called the meeting to order at 1:09 PM
Roll Call
The following members of the Committee were present as determined during roll call: Aldermen Villegas,
Mitchell, Sawyer, Harris, Lopez, Scott, Burnett, Reboyras, Sposato, Vasquez, Reilly, and Tunney. With 12
members present, quorum was established.
Approval of the July Monthly Report
There were no comments on or corrections to the July Monthly Report. Alderman Lopez moved to
approve the Report. The motion carried with no objections.
Alderwoman Hadden asked to be recorded present. Alderman Curtis also asked to be recorded as
present. Alderwoman Tabares asked to be recorded as present. Chairman Villegas recorded them as
present.
Alderman La Spata asked to be recorded as present. Chairman Villegas noted he was in attendance.
Public Comment
Karen Hicks, of a Few Good Women, spoke in favor of beautifying communities in order to attract
customers to local businesses.
Finnie Haire, of Haire’s Gulf Shrimp, spoke in favor of and to thank the City for the Together Now Fund
Grant. How such grants were important to small businesses who employ locally.
Elliot Richardson, President of the Small Business Advocacy Council, spoke in support of increasing
support for increasing access to capital for minority business owners and disadvantaged business
owners. Mr Richards noted that the Paycheck Protection Program shone light on the lack of equity for
businesses serving minority and disadvantaged neighborhoods.

Item 1
The following items were voted on collectively:
A2020-86 Reappointment of Bonnie L. Dinell-Dimond as member of Special Service Area No. 5,
Commercial Avenue Commission
A2020-87 Reappointment of Dorothy Hudson as member of Special Service Area No. 5,
Commercial Avenue Commission
A2020-88 Reappointment of Geraldine G. Lichterman as member of Special Service Area No. 8,
Lakeview East Commission
A2020-89 Reappointment of Paul F. Loaiza as member of Special Service Area No. 8, Lakeview
East Commission
A2020-90 Reappointment of Kearby J. Kaiser as member of Special Service Area No. 18, North
Halsted Commission
A2020-91 Reappointment of Cindy L. Rudman as member of Special Service Area No. 18, North
Halsted Commission
A2020-92 Reappointment of Steve A. Quick as member of Special Service Area No. 23, Lincoln
Park Commission
A2020-93 Appointment of Kaitlyn D. Hurley as member of Special Service Area No. 27, West
Lakeview Commission
A2020-94 Reappointment of Edda B. Coscioni as member of Special Service Area No. 35,
Lincoln Avenue Commission
A2020-95 Reappointment of Malcolm Craig as member of Special Service Area No. 35, Lincoln
Avenue Commission
A2020-96 Reappointment of Kenneth Dotson as member of Special Service Area No. 35, Lincoln
Avenue Commission
A2020-97 Reappointment of Benjamin E. Hamm as member of Special Service Area No. 35,
Lincoln Avenue Commission
A2020-98 Reappointment of Mark H. Davis as member of Special Service Area No. 35, Lincoln
Avenue Commission
A2020-99 Appointment of Jennifer L. Tremblay as member of Special Service Area No. 48, Old
Town Commission
A2020-100 Reappointment of Veta L. Caldwell-Charles as member of Special Service Area No.
51, Chatham Cottage Grove Commission










Chairman Villegas asked if any of the Special Service Area (“SSA”) appointees would like to
make a statement.
No appointee chose to make a statement.
Alderman Lopez asked if each of the appointees was supported by their corresponding local
aldermen.
Aldermen Burnett, Harris, Sawyer, Tunney indicated they supported the appointees of SSAs
within their respective wards.
Mark Roschen, from the Dept. of Planning and Development (“DPD”), indicated DPD had
reached out to all affected aldermen and had received either support for the nominations or, at
the very least, no objection.
Alderman Lopez moved to recommend approval of the appointments by the same roll call as was
used to determined quorum.
There were no objections, motion carried.

Item 2
O2020-3717 Call for Special Service Area No. 27 to negotiate and finalize sale of Wave People Spot and
Cafe People Spot street furniture










Mark Roschen explained why it was necessary to have such an ordinance. Mr Roschen gave a
description of the street furniture to be sold, the purchasing price, and the purchaser.
Alderman Tunney spoke in favor of the sale.
Alderman Scott asked if there would be an associated price with the upkeep.
Mr. Roschen responded that there would be a $3,000 price associated with bringing the Wave
People Spot furniture to usable form.
Alderman Reboyras asked about a piece of street furniture that was moved from his ward.
Mr. Roschen responded that the Dept. of Transportation manages the program and should have
that information available.
Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to recommend passage.
Alderman Scott so moved.
The ordinance was recommended “do pass”, with no objections.

Item 3
O2020-2201 Amendment of Municipal Code Chapter 2-45 by adding new Section 2-45-160 regarding
redevelopment agreement and reporting requirements for Cook County tax incentive classifications
Chairman Villegas noted that a substitute for the ordinance had been submitted and that the substitute
had been emailed to all members. He explained what changes were made by the substitute.






Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to accept the substitute.
Alderwoman Harris so moved.
The motion passed with no objections.
Chairman Villegas notified the SSA appointees that they may leave if they so chose to.
Tim Jeffries, Deputy Commissioner of the Financial Incentives Division of DPD, spoke in support
of the ordinance. He spoke on the importance of accountability from developers and how DPD
has worked to increase accountability and transparency.























Chairman Villegas stated why he introduced the ordinance and asked for favorable consideration
from the members of the committee.
Alderman Rodriguez spoke in support of the ordinance. He asked how this ordinance would hold
companies with a redevelopment agreement (“RDA”) liable.
Mr. Jeffries responded that, along with the legislation Alderman Rodriguez was sponsoring, it
would give DPD an avenue, via the RDA, to pursue revocation of tax incentives.
Alderman Rodriguez asked how often would have to report.
Mr. Jeffries responded that it would be yearly.
Alderman Rodriguez asked how those reports would be shared with the City Council.
Mr. Jeffries responded that the ordinance requires DPD to forward the report as a whole to the
Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development and to the alderman of the
impacted ward.
Chairman Villegas clarified to Alderman Rodriguez that the reports would be received annually,
but that the committee was within its rights to call bad actors before the committee.
Alderman Scott spoke in support of the ordinance. He asked which tax incentives were covered
under the ordinance.
Mr. Jeffries responded that this ordinance covered 6(b)s, all of the 7s, and 8s.He noted that Cook
County does not allow for revocation of Class L and Class C tax incentives, but that DPD would
look for an amendment to the ordinance should that change in the future.
Alderman Scott asked who in DPD would keep the annual reports.
Mr. Jeffries responded that he and Mark Sagan, Assistant Commissioner of the Monitoring and
Compliance Group, would be keeping track of the records.
Alderman Scott asked if the new responsibilities would be too much for them.
Mr. Jeffries responded that while more help would always be appreciated, DPD was definitely
prepared to take on the additional responsibilities.
Alderman Scott asked if aldermen wanted to bring bad actors before the City Council whom
should they report those developers to.
Chairman Villegas responded that the Committee staff should be notified.
Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to recommend passage.
Alderman Burnett so moved.
The ordinance was recommended “do pass”, with no objections.

Item 4
Subject matter hearing to call on Governor J.B. Pritzker and the Illinois State Legislature to enact Tax
Increment Financing to support small businesses during State of Illinois disaster proclamations





Alderman La Spata spoke in support of the measure.
Roger Romanelli, Executive Director of the Fulton Market Association, spoke in support of the
measure.
Jessica Wobbekind, Executive Director of the Logan Square Chamber of Commerce, spoke in
support of the measure.
Alderman La Spata encouraged members of the committee and other aldermen present to
contact their colleagues in Springfield to express support for Senate Bill 2678.

Item 5
Subject matter hearing regarding the distribution of monies from various relief funds

























Samir Mayekar, Deputy Mayor for Economic and Neighborhood Development, gave a
presentation on the economic standing of Chicago and the different funds (Small Business
Resiliency Fund, Together Now Fund, Community COVID-19 Response Fund, Microbusiness
Recovery Grant Fund, and CityArts and Arts for Illinois Relief grants) that have been dispersed to
small businesses and organizations.
Chairman Villegas opened the floor to questions.
Alderwoman Dowell asked for a full comprehensive listing of all of the businesses within every
alderman’s ward who received a grant.
Mr. Mayekar confirmed that his office would provide a list.
Alderman Osterman asked what the timetable was for the delivery of remaining $50 million in the
Resiliency Fund.
Mr. Mayekar responded that in order to make the dispersion equitable, his office was working on
building up a pool of eligible applicants in underserved communities.
Alderman Scott asked if businesses who had already received a grant and continued to struggle
would be prioritized for further help.
Mr. Mayekar responded that, in order to be equitable, businesses who had not previously
received a grant or loan would be prioritized.
Katy Leoni, Senior Project Manager for the Office of Economic and Neighborhood Development,
added that businesses were not eligible for further grants from within the same fund, but they
continued to be eligible for grants from other funds.
Alderman Scott asked for a one-pager that could be disseminated to businesses so that they can
be aware that being awarded one grant does not further disqualify them from other grants. He
also asked for a list of businesses who had been rejected for any grants.
Rosa Escareño, Commissioner of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection (“BACP”),
responded that she would provide that through the chair. She also responded that BACP
continues to communicate with businesses who did not receive grants and provide information on
other grants available and about the possibility of a second round for each fund.
Alderman Lopez asked if it could be considered equitable for an area that has 10 times as many
businesses receive equal amounts of monies.
Mr. Mayekar responded that the loans and grant program were targeted to businesses that did
not have access to the federal money provided by the PPP and had more stable financial
relationships and are underserved by major financial institutions.
Alderman Lopez referred to the reports each alderman received and noted that the number of
businesses that were awarded a grant did not vary greatly from ward to ward. He further noted
that if minority businesses were truly being targeted, you would expect wards with a higher
percentage of minority businesses to receive more grants.
Mr. Mayekar responded that he was aware of that and that the second round of awards would
work to fix that.
Alderman Lopez asked if there was anything being done to address the financial instability,
particularly in minority neighborhoods.
Ms. Escareño responded that the City made note of the inadequacies during the last recession
and had been working in neglected neighborhoods to find local processors for microloans.
Jack Brofman, Deputy Comptroller, responded that the funds that were dispersed or about to be
dispersed were mostly in low or moderate income community areas.



























Alderman Lopez asked if this was the case, why we were seeing similar numbers across the City.
He also asked if it would be helpful if we start considering having bond underwriters and
institutions doing business with the City to also do business in underserved communities.
Ms. Escareño responded that BACP wanted to make sure they understood the needs of
entrepreneurs and that they were able to bring the resources to every neighborhood.
Mr. Brofman responded that he was not aware of there being specific criteria for municipal
depositories, but that he believed it would be a good idea to emphasize the need for more
involvement throughout the City.
Alderman Vasquez asked if there were any opportunities for businesses that were open for less
than a year.
Mr. Mayekar responded that he would be willing to work with the alderman to develop or look for
something at the federal level to address that issue.
Ms. Leoni responded that businesses that were open for less than a year were eligible for the
Together Now Fund.
Alderwoman Dowell asked for a point of information about what made businesses eligible for the
Together Now Fund if they were in business for less than a year.
Ms. Leoni responded that the businesses had to show some amount of revenue prior to COVID19 and have met all the other requirements.
Alderman Sigcho-Lopez asked if there was a plan to help small businesses, particularly
restaurants, in light of the restrictions on gatherings and occupancy in the coming winter.
Mr. Mayekar responded that the most important lever would be federal support. Secondly, the
City has launched a winter dining challenge to promote design concepts that would benefit the
restaurant industry and outdoor dining. He also responded that the City could not make plans that
run counter to state laws, as such, plans were focused around making help less dependent on
TIF money and developing programs for all businesses, not just those in TIF Districts.
Alderman Sigcho-Lopez asked if there were plans to alleviate some of the fees and red tape
neighborhood businesses have to face.
Mr. Mayekar responded that one of the efforts being pushed forth was establishing five
neighborhood offices for BACP.
Ms. Escareño added that BACP was evaluating requests for proposals for those regional centers.
Chairman Villegas asked how much money has been committed in private dollars and how much
do the private funders expect to make back via interest.
Mr. Mayekar responded that he could not speak to private lending activity and the City does not
have oversight over this activity.
Chairman Villegas asked if a portion of the loans through the Catalyst Fund and the Together
Now Fund could be converted into forgivable loans.
Mr. Mayekar responded that the Together Now Fund was a grant program and money distributed
need not be repaid. As to the Catalyst Fund, it is funded by the City’s working capital and any
losses would add to the City’s budget deficit. Adding that the Fund is structured to have a very
low interest rate, much lower than the markets.
Chairman Villegas asked about the future of the Catalyst Fund given that a large portion of it was
dedicated to the Together Now Fund.
Mr. Mayekar responded that there were still some disbursements to be made into the Resiliency
Fund and that there was still plenty to be allocated and promised future dialogue with the City
Council.
Chairman Villegas asked if the City was aware of how many businesses had folded since the
programs were launched.




Mr. Mayekar responded that the City new around 25% businesses were currently closed, but it
was not sure how many would remain closed after the COVID-19 pandemic.
Chairman Villegas commented on the importance of not only having these programs, but also
delivering them in a timely manner.

All business being concluded, Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to adjourn.
Alderman Lopez moved to adjourn.
The Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development was adjourned at 3:10 PM.

The members of the Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development in attendance
included: Alderman Villegas (36), Mitchell (7), Sawyer (6), Harris (8), Lopez (15), Curtis (18), Tabares
(23), Scott (24), Burnett (27), Reboyras (30), Sposato (38), Vasquez (40), Reilly (42), Tunney (44), and
Hadden (49)

Members of the City Council not on the Committee in attendance included: Alderman La Spata (1),
Dowell (3), Rodriguez (22), Sigcho-Lopez (25), Osterman (48)

COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON SEPTEMBER 29, 2020
In compliance with Governor Pritzker’s Executive Orders 2020-7, 2020-10, and 2020-18, attendance
at this meeting was held by remote means only.
Chairman Villegas called the meeting to order at 2:05 PM
Roll Call
The following members of the Committee were present as determined during roll call: Aldermen Villegas,
Mitchell, Harris, Cardenas, Lopez, Curtis, Tabares, Burnett, Sposato, Reilly, and Hadden. With 11
members present, quorum was established.
Approval of the August Monthly Report
There were no comments on or corrections to the August Monthly Report. Alderman Reilly moved to
approve the Report. The motion carried with no objections.
Public Comment
Nobody signed up for public comment.
Item 1

The following items were voted on collectively:
A2020-103 Reappointment of Angela C. Hurlock as member of Special Service Area No. 5,
Commercial Avenue Commission
A2020-106 Reappointment of Marc D. Washor as member of Special Service Area No. 16,
Greektown/Halsted Commission
A2020-107 Reappointment of Ben R. Munro as member of Special Service Area No. 21, Lincoln
Square Commission
A2020-108 Appointment of Robert G. Zadylak as member of Special Service Area No. 48, Old
Town Commission
A2020-109 Reappointment of Alex J. Alemis as member of Special Service Area No. 5,
Commercial Avenue Commission
A2020-110 Reappointment of Kelly Cheng as member of Special Service Area No. 34, Uptown
Commission
A2020-111 Reappointment of Cam Ngan Hoang as member of Special Service Area No. 34,
Uptown Commission
A2020-112 Reappointment of Patricia A. Hutzel as member of Special Service Area No. 34,
Uptown Commission










Chairman Villegas asked if any of the Special Service Area (“SSA”) appointees would like to
make a statement.
No appointee chose to make a statement.
Alderman Lopez asked if each of the appointees was supported by their local aldermen..
Mark Roschen, Assistant Commissioner from the Dept. of Planning and Development (“DPD”),
indicated DPD and the Mayor’s Office had reached out to all affected aldermen and had received
either support for the nominations or no objection to their nominations.
Alderman Beale noted that his question had been answered.
Alderman Lopez moved to passage of the items.
Chairman Villegas, hearing no objections, noted the motion carried.
Chairman Villegas congratulated the appointees and emphasized the importance of their
commissions, particularly with the troubles caused by the COVID-19 pandemic

Item 2.
Or2020-232 Call for Budget Director to issue request to relevant technology sectors for information to
identify potential efficiencies in City’s technology system and processes and potential revenue resources




Chairman Villegas introduced a substitute that moved back all dates in the order by two months.
This would allow a city-wide IT assessment to conclude. No other changes were made to the
order.
Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to accept the substitute.




































Alderman Lopez so moved.
The substitute order was accepted.
Chris Steadley,Senior Managing Partner at Gartner, gave a presentation on Gartner’s
assessment of the City’s technology and data and provide an action plan for the City to move
forward.
Chairman Villegas opened the floor to questions.
Alderman Lopez asked if billing and issues related to billing was factored into the assessment.
Mr. Steadley responded that part of the assessment was taking into consideration any problem
and offering an actionable solution.
Alderman Lopez asked if this also addressed connectivity.
Mr. Steadley responded that anything needed for the City doing its business would also be
included as part of the assessment.
Alderman Vasquez asked if there was a method into how the groups were broken up, per Mr.
Steadley’s presentation.
Carleton Nolan, Chief Technology Office for the City of Chicago, responded that the groups were
broken up based on what services the departments deliver.
Alderman Vasquez asked if there would be a focus on those which are revenue-generating.
Mr. Nolan responded that it would be part of the assessment, paying attention to what the
departments’ needs were.
Alderman Vasquez asked if there would be a dashboard that would provide information on how
the City is performing.
Mr. Steadley responded that that was one of the primary motivators of the assessment beginning
when the request for proposal (“rfp”) was released in 2018.
Chairman Villegas asked when Gartner started their assessment.
Mr. Steadley responded that they initiated their assessment in July.
Chairman Villegas asked of what year.
Mr. Steadley responded July 2020.
Chairman Villegas asked why it took so long to select a vendor and start the process.
Mr. Nolan responded that the rfp process was a lengthy process and that the COVID-19
pandemic further delayed the start.
Alderman Scott asked for clarification on whether the legislation was a resolution or an order.
Chairman Villegas responded that it was an order.
Alderman Scott asked if the assessment would also include the City’s sister agencies or if there
was any thought into expanding the assessment to the sister agencies.
Mr. Nolan responded that the current assessment was only for the City departments, however, an
assessment of sister agencies is something that is now being considered.
Alderman Cardenas asked who was the vendor performing the assessment.
Mr. Nolan responded that it was Gartner.
Alderman Cardenas asked about Gartner’s past experience.
Mr. Steadley responded that Gartner was a world-wide research, advisory and consulting firm
whose clients included: New York City, Los Angeles, Toronto, Phoenix, Brussels and Scotland.
Alderman Cardenas asked what the approach was for the assessment.
Mr. Steadley responded that the first part focused on providing a current-state assessment and
the second part focused on developing a strategic roadmap to modernizing and identifying
efficiencies within the City’s IT infrastructure.
Alderman Cardenas asked if the preliminary assessment had been performed yet.
Mr. Steadley responded that Gartner was in the midst of the assessment.














Alderman Cardenas asked what language was being used in some of these systems, for example
Cobalt.
Mr. Steadley responded that they were not at the point where languages being used had been
identified.
Mr. Nolan added that the City was still in the preliminary part of the assessment where the vendor
was meeting with the various departments.
Alderman Cardenas asked what would happen once the assessment was finished. Would it be
handed off to another consulting firm, because there would only be a limited number of firms that
would be able to pull it off.
Mr. Steadley responded that it really depended on what the roadmap will look like and that he
expected it to be quite extensive.
Mr. Nolan added that depending on the strategic plan in place, there would need to be a
prioritization.
Chairman Villegas explained the impetus of the order, particularly in light of a $1.2 billion deficit.
Chairman Villegas clarified that the motion by Alderman Lopez on item one was by the same roll
call as was used to establish quorum.
Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to recommend passage of the order by the same roll call
that was used to establish quorum.
Alderwoman Hadden so moved.
The motion carried.

Item 3
O2020-3395 Amendment of Municipal Code Chapter 2-45-165 to establish requirements for revocation
certain tax incentive classifications















Chairman Villegas noted that Alderman Rodriguez had introduced a substitute. The substitute
added language to reflect passage of SO2020-2201. Chairman Villegas read the changes into the
record.
Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to accept the substitute.
Alderman Vasquez so moved.
Motion carried.
Tim Jeffries, Deputy Commissioner of Financial Incentives Division in the Department of Planning
and Development (“DPD”), was there to speak in support of the ordinance.
Chairman Villegas opened the floor for questions.
Alderman Rodriguez spoke in support of the ordinance and the reasons such legislation was
necessary.
Chairman Villegas asked if the ordinance applied to entities that had already entered into a tax
incentive agreement.
Mr. Jeffries replied he would have to defer to the Department of Law.
Chairman Villegas asked Mr. Jeffries to provide that information through the Chair
Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to recommend passage of the ordinance.
Alderman Vasquez so moved.
Motion carried.

Items 4-7

Items four through seven were voted on collectively:
Direct Introduction Call for public hearings on enlargement of boundaries, imposition of tax levy,
approval of budget, extension of tax levy period and execution of service provider agreement for Special
Service Area No. 19, Howard Street Commission for fifteen year term
Direct Introduction Call for public hearings on imposition of tax levy, approval of budget, extension of tax
levy period and execution of service provider agreement for Special Service Area No. 54, Sheridan Road
Commission for 15 year Term
Direct Introduction Call for Public Hearings on establishment of Special Service Area No. 75, Oak
Street, for ten year term
Direct Introduction Call for Public Hearings on establishment of temporary Special Service Area No. 76,
Michigan Avenue Commission for three year term









Mark Roschen, Assistant Commissioner in the Department of Planning and Development,
provided a combined presentation on the ordinances.
Chairman Villegas asked if any City employees were paid from the SSA budgets.
Mr. Roschen responded NO.
Alderwoman Hadden spoke in support of the ordinances for SSAs 19 and 54 and asked for the
committee members’ support.
Alderman Reilly spoke in support of the ordinances for proposed SSAs 75 and 76 that will allow
for a transparent process.
Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to recommend passage by the same roll call as was used
to determine quorum.
Alderwoman Hadden so moved.
Motion carried.

There being no further business, Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to adjourn.
Alderman Reilly so moved.
The Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development was adjourned at 3:14 PM.

The members of the Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development in attendance
included: Aldermen Villegas (36), Mitchell (7), Harris (8), Beale (9), Cardenas (12), Lopez (15), Curtis
(18), Tabares (23), Scott (24), Burnett (27), Sposato (38), Reilly (42), and Hadden (49).

Members of the City Council not on the Committee in attendance included: Alderman Rodriguez (22)

Respectfully submitted by:
Carlos Díaz
For the Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development

